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Subscribe to receive email notifications whenever new articles are published. Products are generally medically-related,
although some cosmetics usually skin creams and toiletries are sold, as well as health and diabetic foods, and some
orthopaedic items. It should not be construed to indicate that the use of any medication in any country is safe,
appropriate or effective for you. What to do in case of an emergency Sexual health in Italy: Be supported when you need
it with unlimited sessions from your licensed counselor over smartphone, tablet or computer. Customers can choose to
buy pills pillole , injections inienzioni , suppositories supposta , syrups sciroppo and less commonly, powders polveri.
Whether you need an individual plan or family coverage, you will receive premium protection at an incredible value. To
view content sources and attributions, please refer to our editorial policy. Customers registered with the social security
in Italy pay only a percentage in case of prescription medicines such as insulin, eye drops, ulcer medication, cortisones,
antibiotics, antacids, hormone treatments and anti-inflammatory drugs. When in need of medication, look for a farmacia,
which is the Italian word for a pharmacy. At Bupa we have been helping individuals and families live longer, healthier,
happier lives for over 60 years. Chemists also sell prescription spectacles and some can perform simple tests such as
blood pressure. It is easy to spot a chemist as all of them have the sign of a green cross or a white cross on a green
background. All chemists in Italy are privately owned and have been run by generations of the same family.May 19, Hello, I need to find out if the medication Xanax (generic name alaprozam) requires a prescription in Italy--specifically
Sardegna if there is a difference. Any relevant information would be greatly appreciated! I've lost my prescription & am
trying to find the fastest &/or easiest way to replace it. Thank you so Prescription Meds In Florence please hep. Jun 18, Where to Buy Medications in Italy. Packing Prescription Drugs and Going to the Pharmacy. In Italy, you can buy many
medications, both over the counter and prescription, at the pharmacy or farmacia. Feb 14, - Pharmacists in Italy are
allowed more leeway in dispensing health advice and selling pharmaceuticals than in the US. If you can describe your
condition well, you may be able to procure a prescription directly from a pharmacist in Italy. Likewise, if you need a
prescription filled on an emergency basis, you. Jan 9, - 'Farmaci da banco' is the name for over the counter medicines in
Italy; those medications you can buy without a doctor's prescription because they cure minor ailments. Over the counter
medicines in Italy can be found in pharmacies, drugstores (parafarmacie) and in the 'health corners' of major. Mar 20, I'm just glad to hear that your story had a happy ending (you lived!) the reason to use caution when getting unfamiliar
drugs from Italian pharmacia's is that unless you speak excellent Italian (or the phamacist fluently speaks your
language), there are bound to be mix-ups in communication between you and. We will be in barcelona France and Italy.
Will I be able to buy prescribing meds over the counter at any of these ports? It depends on what medication you're
looking for, and whether you need to use a specific brand or whether the generic works as well for you. I forgot my
meds on a trip to Spain and was. Hi backpacking through Europe and I want to stay longer than I expected. I have pretty
severe anxiety so do I need to go to a doctor for a Bought some benzos without prescription in Italy. In any Italian town,
at least one pharmacy will be located near the main piazza or close to a train station. Stay away from anyone who offers
Customers can choose to buy pills (pillole), injections (inienzioni), suppositories (supposta), syrups (sciroppo) and less
commonly, powders (polveri). Italian chemists are also known. Expect that a visit to the doctor's and a prescription will
be needed if you want to buy medicine containing larger amounts of codeine. If you do have to replesh your medicines
in Italy, it's pretty likely that identical or similar formulations are also available, though you may need a doctor's
prescription for Xanax/Alprazolam availability without prescription. The primary difference in how America and Europe
view alprazolam is one of preference, although European legislation is often progressive in its approach to drug
problems. Alprazolam is the world's most manufactured psychotropic substance; Diazepam production, which ranks
second, tops alprazolam in Europe; Italy.
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